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Abstract
This paper presents an objects-based framework for building collaborative applications. The
framework consists of ten objects: box, boxObject, environment, user, role, session,
broadcast, view, boxObjectType and floorControl. We argue that we can build a big number
of collaborative applications, including Web applications, by combining these objects. The
main aspects in the design of the framework and each object are discussed, as well as the
designing and building of collaborative application process using the framework.
Keywords: Collaborative applications construction, OO framework, collaborative Web
applications.

1. Introduction
For some time our group has been working on the technology support to the teachinglearning process in our university. We created a project called CLASS ("Collaborative
Learning Applications for Students' Support") [Guerrero97] to achieve this goal. This project
has two main goals: the creation of collaborative environments that support interaction
among students, assistants and lecturers, mainly based on Web, and the creation of "flexible"
Web documents that allow information queries and different views according to the users'
role. Most of the work in this project is focused on Web since this is already a very successful
tool to build collaborative environments [Dix96], and also an easy access platform for the
universities.
From the beginning of the project we observed that we need a simple but powerful tool for
the fast construction and modification of collaborative applications. It was the beginning of
TOP ("Ten Objects Platform"), an objects-based framework for the construction of
collaborative applications, mainly on top of the Web. This platform is the one we present in
this paper.
At present, there are few projects that have similar goals. The Habanero project at NCSA
[Habanero] is a framework for sharing Java objects with colleagues distributed around the
Internet. However, it does not provide tools for managing data or facilities for the
development of Web applications. Habanero is a good framework for the development of
Java applications, but it does not have facilities for building applications in other computer
languages.

BSCW ("Basic Support for Cooperative Work") [Pieper97] enables collaboration over the
Web. BSCW is a "shared workspace" system, which supports document uploading, event
notification, group management and data awareness and version control. However, it does not
provide tools to manage data nor facilities for the development of collaborative applications.
Web-CT ("World Wide Web Course Tool") [Goldberg96] is an easy-to-use environment for
creating WWW-based courses that are otherwise beyond the ability of the non-computer
programmer. However, it does not provide collaboration facilities or data administration.
NSTP ("Notification Service Transfer Protocol") [Day97] is a good infrastructure system for
building synchronous groupware. However it lacks facilities for the construction of
asynchronous collaborative applications.
GroupKit [Roseman96] is a very good tool for building real-time applications such as
drawing tools, editors and meeting tools that are shared simultaneously among several users.
However, it does not provide facilities for the construction of asynchronous collaborative
applications.
The TOP framework contains the facilities of the above-mentioned systems and more. We
can share objects through a Web interface and we have data administration tools, object
persistence and facilities for the construction of synchronous and asynchronous collaborative
applications, including collaborative Web applications. TOP framework objects were
designed keeping in mind some of the main groupware characteristics.

2. The TOP Framework
Three steps should be followed when building and designing the applications over TOP:
identification of the needed objects; objects creation and building process of the user
interface. This interface can be build in any language that allow us to define sockets, or else
through JavaScript [Wooldridge97] or Java applets [Flanagan97] if we are working over
Web. The objects creation is made by an application built for the TOP framework
administration. In order to identify the objects needed on each application we need to know
each object in more detail.
2.1 The box object and the boxObject object
One of the main design characteristics of the platform is the group memory [Ellis91,
Conklin92]. This memory stores all the information generated during the group working
sessions. The final product of the workgroup will also be stored here, as well as all other
information for user and data awareness [Dourish92]. For the group memory administration
we use the box object.
A box object is an information repository in which other objects can be kept. For each object
kept in a box, the framework stores specific information. This information is stored in another
object called boxObject. Therefore the boxObject maintains administrative information on all
the objects that are contained in a box.

Each box object contains the following information: name, owner or creator, description,
state (open, closed, erased, system), versions (yes or no), types of objects that accepts, users
list and access rights.
According to the state, a box can be open, which means in this case that the users can put in
and take out objects; closed, when it does not allow objects to be put in or taken out; logically
erased, a state in which only a framework administrator can recover it; and system, which is a
special state of the boxes that belong to the same framework.
Awareness mechanisms play a very important role in collaborative applications because they
give to the users the feelings that are working in groups. In order to provide awareness
mechanisms, we should give to the users some information about what other users are doing
or have done recently. All this information is stored, in some way, in the group memory. In
order to help the applications to show awareness information to the users, the boxes have the
option of keeping objects versions. When this option is activated in a box, the objects are not
physically erased or updated. Each object maintains a list with its previous versions.
It can also be indicated what type of objects a box can accept. The object types are defined
inside the same platform. When a user tries to put an object inside a box, it first checks if this
object type is accepted. It also checks to see whether the box is open, and if the user has
enough access rights over that box. Each box has a list of roles with the following rights: to
put (P), to erase (E), to modify (M) and a special right called owner (O) that grants all of the
rights over an object if the user is the owner of that object.
The box object also has methods to managing its information. For example, just to name a
few, there are methods for putting objects, for taking them out, for asking if an object exists
inside a box, for giving a list of all the box objects or a list of a specific object type, for
recovering a number of previous versions of an object, for closing a box, for opening it and
for erasing it.
There is an instance of boxObject for each object inside a box. This object contains, among
another information, the owner of the object, the creation date, the last modification date, the
previous versions list (if the box accepts versions), and the keywords. The object keywords
will allow us to make queries about the information of the box.
2.2 The environment object
Ellis said that Groupware are computer-based systems that support groups of people engaged
in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a shared environment [Ellis91].
The environment object contains information about the whole application environment: its
name, description, owner or administrator, users and roles list and the boxes list. Through the
environment object, an application has access to its work area. All the other framework
objects must be associated to an environment.
This object has methods to create, erase and modify environments; to ask if a specific
environment exists; to supply a list of existing environments; to ask if a user is member of the

environment; to ask users access rights; to ask for the boxes associated with the environment;
and to ask which sessions are associated with that environment.
2.3 The user object
The user object contains information about the users of the framework: their login names,
passwords, complete names, email addresses, photographs, addresses, phone numbers and
last date and time each user worked on a framework object.
This object has methods to create, erase and modify users, to ask if a user exists, to supply a
user list and to return information about a specific user.
2.4 The role object
A role is a set of privileges and responsibilities attributed to a person [Ellis91]. The role
object contains the access rights of a set of users over the objects of a box or a view. These
rights can be: to put objects, erase objects, modify objects and/or see objects. It has methods
to create, erase and modify roles.
2.5 The broadcast object
The broadcast object is an extension of the box object. A broadcast is a special box type that
maintains a connected user list for a session and their respective host and port numbers. Any
object sends to a broadcast object is automatically sends to all the users on the broadcast list.
The broadcast object has an option for store the objects sent to it. It also has information
about the type of objects on which the broadcast should be performed, and the port number to
which the objects should be sent.
This object has methods to create, erase and modify broadcast boxes, to send an object to the
broadcast box, to include new connected users to the session and to remove users from the
broadcast session.
2.6 The session object
A session is a period of synchronous or asynchronous interaction supported by a groupware
system [Ellis91]. The session object allows different work sessions to be defined inside the
same environment. This object matches the boxes defined in the environment according to
the user’s name and the session in which he is working. This object allows different
workgroups to use the same application, without making any change in the application. In
this way, we can create collaborative applications for a workgroup and allows that many
groups use these applications simultaneously. The session object extends single-group
applications to multi-group applications.
This object contains an identification, description, name of the environment it belongs, user
list, connected user list (including their host names and port numbers), boxes list, date and
time for the beginning and ending of the session, and a coordinator.

It has methods to create, erase and modify sessions, to ask if a user is a member or coordinate
a session, to ask if a user is connected to the session, to check if the session is open
(according to the beginning and ending time) and to ask the host name and the port number of
a connected user.
2.7 The boxObjectType object
The boxObjectType object allows defining new types of objects that will be stored by the
boxes. For each type this object defines a name, an extension, an icon and the respective
visualization information for the particular object type. For example, if there are defined
graphic objects for a Web application, the object type should contain in its visualization tag
something like <IMG SRC=<PATH> BORDER=0>. Using this tag, the system knows the
way in which it should present the objects when being visualized. In these tags the constants
<PATH> and <OBJ> can be used. The complete path of the object will automatically
substitute the first one (for example when displaying graphics) and the complete object (for
example when visualizing text) will substitute the second one. Icons can also be assigned to
the object types. This allows a graphic visualization of the types in many situations such as
when showing lists of objects.
This object has methods to create, erase and modify types, to ask if a type exists, and to
return the icon, tags or extension of a specific type.
2.8 The view object
A view is a visual or multimedia representation of some portion of a shared context [Ellis91].
The view object allows different views to be defined on the same objects of a box. A view can
be of three types: html (H), list (L) and query (Q). "Html" when the view is a simple HTML
[Berners-Lee94] documents, for Web applications; "list" when an orderly list of objects
defines the structure of the view. For example, if we have a box to store a document, the first
object in the list will probably be the document title, the second object the authors, then the
abstract, the introduction, etc. For a great number of applications it is enough to have an
orderly list of the objects for the views. The view type "query" is the most complex, and
based on a very simple SQL language, it allows us to make queries on the objects of a box.
For example, queries like: "select all the exercises from chapter 2 that deal with pointers".
This would entail placing a select on the box named "chapter 2" of the "exercise" objects that
contains the word "pointer" among their keywords.
The view object contains a refresh() method that builds and stores a static view. For
example, for Web application refresh() create the html document corresponding to that
view or query. This document is stored and displayed every time a user wants to see this
view. The SQL queries are executed only a few times, when the information of the box is
changed. Each view maintains a list of roles.
It also has methods to create, erase and modify views, to update the order of the object list, to
supply the list of views of a box, to see the view as a HTML page and to see the object list of
the view (using the corresponding icons for each type).

Through the view objects we can create HTML documents that uses hypertext, graphics,
audio and video. However, the boxes can also stored HTML pages with all these elements.
2.9 The floorControl object
The floorControl object allows us the assignment of a floor passing protocol [Ellis91] to an
object type in a box. When an object has floor control, only a user can have that object at a
certain moment. If another user requests the same object, he is added to a waiting list
according to the floor control policy requested when creating the floor control (FIFO,
priorities, etc.). When the user that has the object releases it, the object is assigned to the
following user in the list. For example, if we want to create an application with only one
telepointer object [Greenberg96], we need to assign a floor control to it. Using a broadcast
object, we can have an application where one at time users request the telepointer to make
indications to the other users, or to write on a whiteboard.
This object contains an ID, the name of the associated box, the name of the user that has the
floor control and a queue for the users who are requesting the floor control. It has methods for
requesting and releasing floor control, for assigning it and for placing users in queues.

3. Applications Design
As we mentioned in the previous section, the first step in the design of the applications is to
identify the objects that will be needed. An application built over the TOP framework needs
to define its work environment. Once we define the environment, we can define the users and
their roles. Then it is necessary to structure the group memory, in order to define how many
repositories or boxes we need for the application. We also decide if the boxes will maintain
versions (in order to provide data awareness mechanisms). Once the boxes are identified, we
can define the object types that will be stored in those boxes. Then we define the different
views on the boxes. Finally we add, in case the application requires it, the floor controls
(coordination), the broadcast boxes (communication, synchronous applications, notifications)
and the work sessions.
If we need to re-use applications already created, it is necessary to create new sessions for
those applications and to incorporate these sessions to the new work environment. The
session object also allows that several users groups use the applications in a simultaneous
way, without interfering among each other’s.
Let’s see some of the main characteristics of the collaborative applications (according to Ellis
et al.) and the TOP objects needed to implement them.

Groupware
characteristics
Collaboration
Communication
Coordination

Objects in TOP framework
All the objects.
broadcast (synchronous), box (asynchronous).
floorControl.

Shared context
Group memory
Users
Roles
Awareness
Views
Sessions
Floor control
Notifications
Access control
Group interface

environment, user, box, boxObject.
box, boxObject, boxObjectType, view.
user.
role.
box with versions, session, user, environment.
view, box, boxObject, boxObjectType.
session.
floorControl.
broadcast.
role.
TopInterface applet for Web applications.

Table 3.1. Groupware characteristics and the TOP objects that support them.
The TOP platform allows defining and managing the shared context or shared environment of
the collaborative applications. However, the group interface should be built using some
conventional computer language. For Web applications, we built an applet named
TopInterface, which encapsulate all the communications routines. Other human-computer
interface related aspects such as graphical representations, telepointers [Greenberg96] or
shared windows [Ellis91] should also be built in some computer language. For notification
services [Patterson96], we use the broadcast object.
The TOP objects are available through a main server. The applications should send their
messages to this server in order to use the objects’ methods. The following figure shows the
communication outline between the applications and the TOP objects’ server.
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Figure 3.1. TOP objects, server and applications interfaces.

In order to build a TOP application interface we need a computer language that allows
defining sockets to communicate with the server. Using this language the human-computer
interface is programmed and messages are sent to the server to execute the methods of the
corresponding objects. To create and manage the objects, we use a Java application. Let see
an example of an application built on TOP.

4. Discussion Groups and Chat Application
This application was developed as a Java applet loaded from an HTML page. The main
objective of this application is to provide discussion areas to the students, assistants and
lecturer of the course "Groupware". Several course topics are shown by the application and
the users can send comments to each one. Some topics are "officials" for the course, only the
lecturer or the assistants can send comments to them. The application also has a chat window
[vanWelie96] with a list of connected users in the session. We can send messages to all the
connected users, to a single user or to a group of users selected with the mouse. The users can
read the comments of the different interest areas, and can use the chat to talk or to discuss
some topic with other users. The following figure shows this application.

Figure 4.1. Discussion groups and chat
For this application we first create an environment object. Then we create four users:
students, assistants, lecturer and guest. We create a box for each interest topic and a
broadcast box for the chat. We build an "orderly list" type view object for each box. Then we
define the user’s roles according to the boxes: the students cannot send objects to the official
boxes. The guest users can only use the chat, but they do not have access to the interest areas’
boxes. We use a session for the whole semester the course is taught. Finally we build a
"comment" type object (boxObjectType object) that can store the messages in the boxes.

The interface was built in Java. When entering the name and the user’s password, the
application sends a message to check if the user has access to enter to that session. Once
validated, the interest area (boxes) or the chat (broadcast) must be selected. After writing a
message and typing an ENTER, a new "comment" object type is created and it is sent to the
respective box or broadcast. If we send a comment to the broadcast, this will appear in the
screens of all the users connected in the session. If we send a comment to an interest area, the
comment is stored in the respective area box. If we want to see all the sent messages, the view
object associated to the respective box is used. When choosing the leaving option, a message
to disconnect to the session is sent.

5. An Electronic Meeting System
This application uses the TOP framework to coordinate the shifts (through a floor control
object) of video and audio transmission among the participants of a meeting. For the audio
and video capture, transmission and visualization we used commercial software. The system
allows a group of people to participate in a distributed synchronous meeting, with two
possible options: audio and video transmission or text-only transmission. The application
presents a screen with options to request the floor control for audio and video. It also presents
a chat window where a user can send a message to the whole group or to some specific user,
selecting from a list of users who are participating in the session.
In this application we define two roles: meeting coordinator and participants. The coordinator
can participate in the meeting just like any other user.
The following figure shows the interface of this application.

Figure 5.1. Electronic Meeting System application over TOP.
For the implementation of this application we first create the environment. Then we define
the users and two types of roles: coordinator and participants. For this application we wanted
to store the data sent to the broadcast, so the broadcast box for this chat was defined with

persistence option. We build a session object in which the coordinator determines the hour of
beginning and ending of the meeting. We define three object types: "votes", "comments" and
"microphone". On the "microphone" object type we use a floor control. We use a single
microphone for the application. Only the user who has the microphone control can transmit
audio and video.
Also in this application we have a voting system and a brainstorming system. When the
coordinator decides it, he requests a voting session. He can set the voting button in each
client, and the votes are sent to a voting box. The coordinator can also request a
brainstorming session activating the button for this effect. The "ideas" type objects are sent to
a brainstorming box. The brainstorming and voting boxes have defined an "orderly list" view
type. Through this view, the coordinator can show to the meeting users the result of the voting
or brainstorming sessions. These two options are carried out in an anonymous way. The
system allows a single vote for person in each voting session.

6. Other Collaborative Applications
Other applications developed over TOP framework are: an asynchronous collaborative editor,
a voting system, a brainstorming system a Web chat system and a collaborative Web
navigator. For the voting and brainstorming system (similar to those used in the previous
Electronic Meeting System) we define a box, an "orderly list" type view, one object type
("idea" and "vote") and the list of users, with rights to put and to see objects in the boxes.
For the Web chat we use a broadcast, a session and several users. In this application we use
the TopInterface applet in order to communicate the application interface, build in JavaScript,
with the TOP server. For the collaborative editor a box was used for store each document. We
define two object types, text and graphics. Users were defined for each box, and for each one
we create a reading role or a reading-writing role. The editor’s users could only erase or
modify objects if they were the owners of them. A view was used to keep the logical order of
the document objects. The users could change the structure of that view to locate new objects
in the corresponding place. This editor was very useful for collaborative writing of papers. At
present we are working on an improved version of this editor. For the collaborative Web
navigator, we have a coordinator user, who loads HTML pages on his browser. When the
coordinator loads a new HTML page, a broadcast object send a notification to the other users
in the session, which loads the same page the coordinator had in his browser. The coordinator
role (floorControl object) can be passed through the session users.
Let us discuss a quick comparison among the GroupKit system [Roseman96] and the TOP
framework. GroupKit is an extension to the Tcl/Tk language [Ousterhout94] that makes it
easy to develop groupware applications to support real-time, distance-separated collaborative
work between two or more people. GroupKit supports real-time distributed multi-point
conferences between users. To begin the use of GroupKit, we need to create a session by the
command open.reg. This instruction opens the session manager that shows a conference
panel, as well as the connected users to them. We can build a similar application using the
session object method that provides the session’s list. This method shows all the open TOP
sessions, and a user can join to one of these sessions if he has the corresponding access rights,
defined by the corresponding user, role and session objects.

One of the main GroupKit commands is gk_toAll. The gk_toAll command is an example
of a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that GroupKit provides. This command executes a Tcl
command on all processes in the session, including the local user. This command can be
simulated in TOP by using a broadcast box in order to send commands or instructions to all
the users connected in a session.
Other GroupKit instructions are gk_toOthers and gk_toUsernum. The first one executes a
Tcl command on all remote processes in the session, but in the local user. The second one
executes a Tcl command on only a single conference process, which may be one of the
remote users or the local process. The broadcast TOP object has options to send objects to a
subset of users in a session, so we can also simulate these GroupKit commands.
Other GroupKit facilities as the telepointers and multi-user scrollbars are more difficult to
implement in TOP. These GroupKit facilities take advantage of the graphic Tk facilities. At
this time TOP does not provide graphic facilities to support the human-computer interface.
This interface should be built in some computer language.
When we want to create a collaborative application in the GroupKit platform, we need to
write the entire code in the Tcl/tk languaje, and include the GroupKit commands. In the TOP
framework, we just create the objects we need and build the user interface in the language we
prefer, including JavaScript o Java for Web applications. In GroupKit we can not build Web
applications. In TOP framework we have objects persistence, so we can build asynchronous
collaborative applications. In GroupKit we can not create asynchronous applications. In
addition, we can use TOP framework to build all the applications we build in GroupKit, but
there are TOP applications that can not be build in GroupKit (Web applications, or
asynchronous applications like the collaborative asynchronous editor). Also, the object-based
architecture of the TOP framework makes the application construction process easier than the
GroupKit and Tcl/Tk language.

7. Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper we present an object-based platform for the construction of collaborative
applications, including Web collaborative applications. We discuss each object, including the
instance variables and some of the main methods.
The box and boxObject objects represent a very flexible repository that allows creates and
manage the applications group memory. The version option of the boxes allows creating data
awareness mechanisms, by keeping object versions that could be shown to the users. The
boxObjectType object allows defining new objects types to be stored in the boxes, as well as
its visualization tags when these objects are shown as Web documents. The view object
allows defining different views on the same objects stored in a box. The floorControl object
allows defining floor-passing protocols over object types. The user and role objects allow to
define users for the applications and to assign access rights over the objects of the boxes or
views. The session object allows defining periods of collaborative work. It also allows
extending single-group applications to multi-group applications. This object already allows
re-using all the applications created on the framework, incorporating them as a session in new

applications. Finally the environment object defines and relates the whole shared space of
each application.
If we know the functionality of each object, we can design and build collaborative
applications in a very fast way. The human-computer interface should be built in some
computer language that allows creating sockets in order to communicate with the object
server of the TOP platform. For Web applications we can use the TopInterface applet to
communicate to the TOP server, using the JavaScript language to build the interface. The
process of collaborative application construction over the TOP framework is easier and faster
than the use of other platforms as GroupKit or Habanero.
At present, several applications have been built on the TOP framework. We are using some
of those applications in a successful way. However, as line of future work, we are designing
and building more complex applications and trying to improve and to include new services in
the framework.
We are studying the possibility to incorporate an OODBMS in order to manage the objects in
the boxes. We are also trying to improve the security and the concurrency control of the
framework. We are also studying the possibility to include an HTTP server in the framework,
in order to improve the construction of Web collaborative applications.
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